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There are essentially two principal types that can be discerned in Reto Boller's
work: works created in situ and works made in the studio that can be moved
around, and last for longer. They are linked by the notion of experimenting
with material, by amalgamation, and by the compelling nature and also the
lack of ambiguity of the strategy.

While the exhibition was being set up, during a conversation in front of Reto
Boller's - temporarily - gleaming yellow puddle, I was reminded of the story of
Narcissus. The reference is striking because it is disappointing in view of what
is at a rapid glance the extraordinary simplicity of the visual results: shining
yellow paint spreads out over the floor, sharp in its outline and essentially
amorphous; then it reaches up the wall a bit, over the same breadth, almost
as though a reflection were intended. In fact the yellow is reflected in the
yellow. The gesture is impressively precise, balanced with ultimate precision in
the space and harmonious. There is just enough room left to be able to walk
around the "lake". When you look into it the mirror turns out to be dead.
Contrary to expectation it does not look back at you. Structures strike
through, like the pattern on the parquet and traces of wear on it. The light
plays on the glossy yellow surface, generating an abundance of tonal values.
The colour seizes the space, as a reaction to the changing daylight as well,
and seems to take away its borders.

Cutting determines the transition. The form appears to be defined from the
outside, not the other way round, and so relates to its physical surroundings
in a very risky way. The shape of the puddle a thin skin of self-adhesive foil, is
determined in situ, fitting within the three-dimensional conditions as a super-
flat body. Next to it in the exhibition, as commentary on the "cutting" theme
(also on shadow and the observer-image relationship), is Paul Morrison's mural.
Digitally printed reflections on the polished wing of Swabian quality sports cars
send their best wishes across from Harald Braun's "Lichthof". Reto Boller's
puddle is the result of an intensified approach that ignores any precise
distinction between image and support, thus raising the question of whether
it is possible to talk about a support at all. Or is it an unimaginably thin body?
What is hanging on what?

The black mural is also shaped just as radically and precisely by freedom:
curved loops, a network of organic cells, are drawn by a cable on the wall,
supported and concealed by super-thin black foil. This stretches glossily over
cable bulges, and in the gaps is the grainy texture of the wall. The organic



form of the patch determines the curve of the loops; it is cut out and
measured in such a way that the wall is just able to cope with it. Light spills in
from the side. Led by reflections and mirror images you start to reposition
yourself in front of the black patch over and over again, thus as a spectator
laying claim to space - and time - yourself. Moving around in front of a picture
where traditionally it is permissible to expect a single view and focusing from a
fixed standpoint. Even Reto Bollers transportable works, which presumably
seem closer to the classical panel picture, insist on this. The field above pastily
soft pink "Crème" does not start to oscillate until you change your position in
front of the work or take your time. First densely opaque brown, then
differentiated, its smears relate playfully to the curved horizontal that
separates the materials. The metal grounds are thin. And they are often
open. The dully matt aluminium appears in different shadings because it is
separated by a vertical strip of poured grey lacquer that also provides precisely
the sheen that you would have expected from the sheet metal. Pouring,
flowing, a parody of dripping (by an artist like Jackson Pollock?) and borders
open up - all over: catch-phrases as well for an amalgam of yellow glue and
white-primed sheet metal. And it is true not only of this work that almost
equally as important as its material dimensions is what lies beyond them, and
what is missing. The highly differentiated outline of the gleaming yellow area -
hard, soft, thinned out … - allows us to read how it came into being: poured
at a controlled rate, the flow was probably managed by discs that were
removed later.

The works remain open to interpretation and projection: speech bubble,
landscape, part of the body, cell structure or pink paradise crème? Stimulated
by strolling along boulevards or a drive out in the Cadillac? Like the car's
artificial leather upholstery the material quality of the images is sometimes
awful, despite all the glamour radiated by the transformed industrial materials.
What's on the car radio?

Reto Boller's works mark an extension of painting, they blow apart any
consistent relationship between image and support. One of their
characteristics is that they challenge the viewer to move, and above all point
up radical positions. Something that Johannes Meinhardt has already said
about Blinky Palermo's work also seems to apply to them: that it likes to be
understood as "the wall, the space, the surroundings, the situation, things
that traditionally seem excluded from the work of art as outside it or the
background, actually  becoming the act of painting or paintings; an act of
becoming painting as artistic and pictorial work on contingent supports and
real surfaces that are drawn into the sphere of pictorial differentiation."1 This
also applies to the works of Reto Boller, who, in Markus Stegmann's words
presents himself "as an inventor at the extreme peripheries of painting. But it
is not just the inventions themselves that fire us with enthusiasm, but his
constant stream of new attempts to weave painterly impulses into a three-
dimensional context."2 Reto Boller picks up ideas passed by an artist like Blinky



Palermo, or perhaps by Ellsworth Kelly as well,3  and from Minimal Art, and
goes beyond them. Simple, unambiguously complex, over and over again, new
over and over again, undogmatic and seductively surprising!

1 Johannes Meinhardt, Blinky Palermo: Materialistische Aura, in: Ende der
Malerei und Malerei nach dem Ende der Malerei, Ostfildern/Ruit 1997, p. 171.
2 Markus Stegmann, in: Die Pracht erwacht. Beobachtungen zur Malerei, cat.
Museum zu Allerheiligen/Kunstverein Schaffhausen, Basel 2001, p. 20.
3 His „yellow curve“, for example, a work that was set up in the Frankfurt
Frankfurter Portikus in 1990.


